
 Pete Rose Ha ... This is one of the stupidest things I've seen in a while ... They'll learn ... 

They all eventually do !!
· Like · 7

 Gerard Patterson how stupid can they get..

· Like · 4

 Jason Patterson A gildea sticken to a agreement. Can't even stick to iw agreement how will 

they stick to their agreement. Not many was notified of this meeting. If it all goes wrong 
who's gonna take the blame.

· Like · 11

 Karen Kirwan Well well well what have we got here then. Bunch of stupid fuckers all in the 

one room together.. Inishowen your on your own.
· Like · 6

 Damian Crawford What complete muppets he will take the piss outta them and continue the 

bullyboy tactics aganist the old very very good great result for inishowen
· Like · 6

 Jason Patterson John possibly went to the toilet in the hotel and wiped his ass with that 

agreement before the meeting was over
· Like · 7

 Karen Kirwan I say hell rub it into them wen the shit hits the fan, let them get on with it . 

Fools
· Like · 3

 Damian Crawford So much for all the hype down that way ffs this is a joke never thought i 

would see people bow down to gildea so what was point of all the warriors out everyday 
when people just give into him

· Like · 7

 Jason Patterson They might as well all run to the post office and pay their bills

· Like · 3

 Damian Crawford Well he can agreement all he want but i can assure him he wont get it as 

handy up here we put him out before and we will do it again
· Like · 6

 Karen Kirwan See Mark Mckinney in the back there too lol
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· Like · 2

 Karen Kirwan Ah you know what I've see it all now ffs stupid stupid people fucking rageing

ready to explode here grrrrrrrrrrrr
· Like · 3

 Michael Mooney All residents beware, if you didn't sign up to IW and you don't have a 

notice up to say you don't want anyone to trespass/interfere with your water valve, ie you 
don't want a water meter, then these cowboys are going to come along and stick 1 at your 
house

· Edited · Like · 6

 Marty Mc Daid Such a pile of fucking shit I have ever heard as the saying goes shit or get of

the bowl inishowen. In fairness though I've been around buncrana alot there is alot of signs 
up. But will gildea just pass them I don't think so.

· Like · 9

 Sinéad Stewart Karen Kirwan this wasn't anything to do with us doll. Just so you know.

· Like · 7

 Gerard Patterson Gildea won't give two fucks about signs.

· Like · 4

 Margo Mcgrory Folks nothin to do with me or the right 2 water

· Like · 8

 Karen Kirwan No I know Sinead..just so fucking mad

· Like · 6

 Sinéad Stewart Nothing to do with IAWC or Right2Water at all.

· Like · 7

 John Campbell Well that is the greatest load of bollox I've heard in a long time.... Gildea 

would no more have authority to make that agreement than the man on the moon.... continue
all out resistance. WE ARE WINNING..... BOYCOTT BOYCOTT BOYCOTT

· Like · 8

 Owen Curran What about the occupiers of the many houses in Inishowen , how many of 

them were party to any discussion and agreement ? Or do ordinary people not deserve to 
have a say in the things that effect their lives anymore?

· Like · 7
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 Damian Crawford Jesus margo what yous at down there lol

· Like · 2

 Damian Crawford Who is behind it

· Like · 1

 Marty Mc Daid Why would people want 1 now 60% possible more have not paid the water 

charge how would anyone want a meter now. They will be the ones crying on the shaun the 
doc show cause they didn't get their money back when irish water goes bust.

· Like · 7

 Damian Crawford So they give gildea permission to come in terroise their old people and 

for patrick to take pictures of their kids great outcome
· Like · 5

 Jason Patterson if they go into estate where all boundary boxes are together. do you think 

they're just going to dig 2 if only 2 want them. will james be held responsible.
· Like · 8

 Marty Mc Daid You can see it coming damian this isn't going to end well for the people of 

inishowen
· Like · 3

 Owen Curran Exactly Marty, plus there has been very little metering in Inishowen up to now

· Like · 5

 Jason Patterson whats that smell...........can i smell brown envelopes

· Like · 6

 Damian Crawford I just cant beleive it

· Like · 1

 Damian Crawford Panaic jason dats what you smell

· Like · 1

 Jason Patterson is that alreay a water meter in johns shirt pocket

· Like · 4

 Karen Kirwan Panic for what ffs crowd of fucking ejitts ..wannabes

· Like · 5

 Damian Crawford I justdont know think i need to go on the beer here for a few hours lol get 
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rid of the shock
· Like · 2

 Gerard Patterson 

· Like · 1

 Patrick Crawford I just can't believe this has happened, What complete morons, Our groups 

were successful in driving Irish water & their contractor's out of Donegal,Then James 
Quigley & other's living in Inishowen give Irish water contractor's a back door pass to 
continue their installation of water meters, What a complete waste of time all the 
campaigning was within this area, I know not everyone in Inishowen will be happy about 
this agreement but what's done is now done and we're just going to have to accept it, it's 
very madning though to think that James Quigley has been ringing Irish water to organise a 
meeting were an agreement can be met to allow contractors to install these meters against 
the wishes of local activists, it just makes a total mockery of all our hard work to date

· Like · 8

 Marty Mc Daid Thats demoralising for anyone fought hard through all them cold winters 

days fighting off gildea and his cronies. There has been alot of hard work done by the 
warrior's to prevent meters going in.

· Like · 5

 Marty Mc Daid Who does this james boy represent

· Like · 2

 Jason Patterson by the looks of thing around 10 people

· Like · 4

 Annmarie Patton Marty Mc Daid that's just exactly how I feel, standing out in hail and rain 

all winter from early morning till evening stopping meters and then these idiots come along 
and destroy everything we worked so hard for!! I'm so angry not with gildea but with the 
ones that say they are fighting irish water cause for me you've just gone against the 
campaign

· Like · 9

 Gerard Patterson 10 people Gildea found along the road 

· Like · 2

 Patrick Crawford The water warriors traveled everywhere to support anyone who needed it 

and received no thanks in return from many, They stood in rain, Hail, Sleet & snow for this 
now to happen, chat about a kick in the teeth, James I know your a member of this site & 
that you will be reading all these comments, I hope your proud of yourself

· Like · 7
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 Karen Kirwan Buncranna together and I see Mark mc Kinney Donegal north IRSP there too 

in photo too. Use make me sick
· Edited · Like · 7

 Patrick Crawford Marty, James Quigley is the administer of the Inishowen Facebook group, 

Buncrana together
· Like · 3

 Marty Mc Daid Gildea not going to give two fucks to whats on that agreement. That's the 

biggest problem in this country people cannot stick together on anything.
· Like · 3

 Pete Rose He'll agree to anything on paper,

But uphold no morals when it comes in the pursuit of money in Principle ...
· Like · 4

 Maria Crowe Is this serious? thought it was waterford whispers....... do these people speak 

for everyone of buncrana i wonder? say gmc sierra are skipping in glee....
· Like · 8

 Annmarie Patton I'm actually speechless!such a stupid move, gildea will be laughing his 

head off at yous and rightly so, I'd nearly shake his hand for yous fell for it hook line and 
sinker!! Well mark mc kinny and James take it back to gildea the water warriors made no 
agreement and we will haunt them down where ever they go while supporting IAWC and 
r2w as these groups made no agreement either and continues to stand with the people for the
people, disgusted to say the least

· Edited · Like · 11

 Jacqueline E Mitchell Omg I cannot believe what I'm seeing what a shower of muppets, a 

disgrace to us all who have fought this campaign long & hard in all kinds of weather, totally 
disgusted, won't say anymore coz what I'm thinking ain't pretty or very ladylike 

· Like · 10

 Marty Mc Daid Seems to be maria

· Like · 2

 Patrick Crawford James if you have any respect for everyone who have successfully 

campaigned to get rid of Irish water out of Donegal, You will tear up this contract and 
contact Irish water again to tell them that there has been a backlash from locals & fellow 
activists following this press relese and tell them that they are still not welcome within our 
county and appoligise for any inconvenience caused.

· Edited · Like · 8
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 Marty Mc Daid Totally disheartening guys.

· Like · 4

 Jason Patterson James Quigley did John buys yous all a drink at this meeting

· Edited · Like · 3

 Andrea Brown This is designed purely to split and demoralise the movement in the 

Inishowen and East Donegal area. Will be interesting to see how many fall for it.
· Like · 7

 Marty Mc Daid Interesting thought Andrea

· Like · 1

 Mairéad McGlynn Oh ffs what is wrong with these folks heads grrrrraaaaaahhhhhhgrrr 

grumpy emoticon grumpy emoticon grumpy emoticon grumpy emoticon
· Like · 3

 Karen Kirwan They had a meeting when they knew very clearly that no one wanted a 

meeting with them.. But James quigley and IRSP went ahead on there own without anyone 
else. Work was already suspended

· Like · 6

 Oliver McBride Wow! Talk about a sell-out. The question that should be asked in 

circumstances like this is "What did Buncrana Together or members of Buncrana Together 
get in return for this agreement?" There is always something. They all look very sheepish in 
that photo? And what is this about letting people know the night before. Has Gildea not read 
the agreement that Irish Water promised?

· Edited · Like · 3

 Patrick Crawford The press release states Inishowen groups, Does anyone know what 

groups these were & who attended this meeting as a representative from these groups ?
· Like · 4

 Pete Rose If I were you guys, I would issue a statement saying that this move does not speak

or represent your Movement and that you are very disappointed in the actions of the 
inishowen water protesters and that you will continue to protest.

· Edited · Like · 8

 Karen Kirwan Just look at the photo and you will see

· Like · 3
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 Patrick Crawford I don't recognise the faces of the people in this photo Karen apart from 

James, Mark and I think Enda ?
· Like · 2

 Karen Kirwan 

· Like · 2

 Karen Kirwan Won't be expecting any of them in glenties this week coming to protest so..

· Like · 4

 Jason Patterson They'll be out canvassing for fg ff lab in inishowen

· Like · 6

 Annmarie Patton Far as I know it's just buncrana together, and the end of the article says this

agreement satisfies both sides, well it does not satisfy the water warriors
· Like · 9

 Karen Kirwan Here here Annmarie

· Like · 3

 Marty Mc Daid Never seen a reaction like this before fair play guys

· Like · 3

 Mark Mckinney North Donegal IRSP we're asked by the organisers of the meeting to attend,

and as we are there for everyone that's opposed to Irish water and the metres,we attended, 
we gave our thoughts and worry's to the table and assured them the IRSP will still be there 
to help anyone that does not want a meter,and to over see that nothing underhand is done by 
gildea &co.IRSP are there for all the people in this stand against Irish water as we have been
from day one

· Like · 1

 Mark Mckinney this is the only statement we will be giving on this issue,and will not be 

taking part in any online arguing as that is only destroying this campaign, different groups 
have different ideas and ways and irsp will stand with any group that ask our help

· Like · 1

 Andrea Brown If IRSP were there, then IRSP support water meters.

· Like · 1

 Karen Kirwan So your letting them back to work Mark. Fill us all it please I want to know 

now please
· Like · 3
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 Karen Kirwan So James quigley asked you to this meeting did he ?...

· Like · 2

 Annmarie Patton Mark it was a silly move meeting with them, you came to us in 

letterKenny you know what it's like standing out watching these cowboys and how they 
break ground once you turn your back, I just can't believe this

· Like · 6

 Annmarie Patton Well tell us this at least mark, does gildea understand it's just with yous the

agreement stands with and not any other groups!!
· Like · 7

 Karen Kirwan You can stick your agreement up your arse Mark I didn't stand on the street 

and leave me wains for you or James quigley
· Like · 11

 Jacqueline E Mitchell Like I said wonder did they get their 5 pieces of silver, judas springs 

to mind, good luck to those of you who have sold yourselves out the water warriors want no 
part in it!!

· Like · 7

 Laura Roulston What the f#*k?! Is this for real?! So Inishowen has ventured into talks with 

meter installers Sinéad Stewart Christina Crumlish this has to be bullshit or this james guy is
a complete arse

· Like · 7

 Laura Roulston Cathy Gamble Lindsay Anne Roulston katie mc nulty davina Valerie Mc 

Nulty???
· Like · 3

 Laura Roulston John Doeherty

· Like · 1

 Owen Curran Would it have been an idea to let people know before any agreement was 

reached just what was being discussed Mark? Or are so-called ordinary people not entitled 
to know ? Who made the decision not to keep people in the loop ,and why?

· Like · 4

 Dee Robson Irsp were asked to attend and had no part I the organising of it and knew 

nothing in advance of its content. They aired their concerns over the agreement and put their
views down. Some people here are jumping already to criticise and blame and I'm sit...See 
More
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· Like · 3

 Cathy Gamble Lindsay Omg omg fucking crowd a fucking twats

· Edited · Like · 4

 Owen Curran Yes , a unified approach Dee, but surely people are entitled to ask questions 

and comment on issues ,esp when most of the people on here put a lot of time and effort into
the campaign ?

· Like · 8

 Jacqueline E Mitchell Really dee the minute the discovered what the meeting was all about 

they should have turned around & walked straight back out again, nothing to do with 
popularity contest just about the ordinary ppl sticking together, after months of standing in 
all kinds of weather, missing out on family time to help others!!

· Like · 6

 Karen Kirwan What part of work was already suspended do you crowd not fucking get. 

What was point of meeting. Sweet Jesus agggggggggggg
· Like · 7

 Annmarie Patton Yes Karen I'm with you on that one, days on end i had to call on someone 

to look after my wains while I stood with the warriors all winter, it's very obvious who's 
trying to split the campaign, it won't work we stand stronger, water warriors, IAWC, r2w, 
lifford ladies.

· Like · 14

 Sinéad Stewart Hear Hear Annmarie. United we stand. Pete Rose Inishowen Against Water 

Charges Group and Right2Water Inishowen are not involved. Just to be clear about that. The
two largest groups in Inishowen.

· Like · 12

 Sinéad Stewart Laura Roulston not us doll.

· Like · 5

 Karen Kirwan 
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· Like · 5

 Karen Kirwan Cheers James lol il split ye next time I see ye with that meter grrrrrrrrrrrr

· Like · 5

 Eibhlin Ni Chuinneagain Well I'm glad all the morons pictured have finally shown their true 

colours. Worse than enda and co. Talk about traitors! Hope their little picture and two 
seconds of fame has finally gotten them the attention that they crave! Least we can separate 
the genuine from the crooked now. Don't think the people of inishowen will be too happy 
but hey whatever. On their heads it can be.

· Like · 13

 Marty Mc Daid Easy karen lol

· Like · 2

 Karen Kirwan I'm calming down a bit now Marty lol. Had a wee vodka there to calm me 

nerves before I punched the I pad with all this
· Like · 7

 Laura Roulston From the comments i'm reading the only people that aren't working for 

"unity" are the people who made an agreement with water installers for the inishowen area - 
how dare you speak for us & who gives you the right to condemn anyone who may not have
a sign up yet to insist they receive a water meter?! I never get involved in facebook 
fights/bitching or whatevr you wish to call it, but this is an absolute disgrace - especially 
when Donegal won such a massive victory in having installations postponed

· Like · 15

 Marty Mc Daid Is there a connection with this and work starting in stranolar during the 

week. Now im just asking before anyone gets their knickers in a twist lol.
· Like · 4

 Karen Kirwan Oh I spose kildea thought he had the GO AHEAD

· Like · 6

 Pete Rose Thanks for clearing that up Sinead

· Like · 3

 Marty Mc Daid Looks like it hi maybe just a coincidence I don't know

· Like · 1

 Jacqueline E Mitchell Mark my words before I'm finished every house in my area will have 

a sign that's for sure!!
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· Like · 6

 Annmarie Patton Yes marty it all makes sense now that why they started back last week, 

they'll hit Inishowen very shortly
· Like · 6

 Sinéad Stewart Christina Crumlish & Marianne Ashcroft happen to be off duty tonight but 

I'm tagging them in here everyone because I'd say they'll be very interested in this thread.
· Like · 5

 Jason Patterson They'll be back Monday morning

· Like · 5

 Marty Mc Daid In force to jason

· Like · 2

 Marty Mc Daid Definitely makes you wonder Annmarie Patton

· Like · 4

 Jason Patterson Incase you didn't hear Martin Davis Terry Valerie O'Donnell

· Edited · Like · 4

 Annmarie Patton And Brendan Duffy I'm sure yous will be interested in this fuck up!

· Like · 3

 Sinéad Stewart Paddy Doran Valerie Mc Nulty

· Like · 1

 Martin Davis Would you believe me i f i told you i didnt!!?not to about an hour ago you 

heard it before me! fact!
· Like · 1

 Sinéad Stewart I do Martin Davis. I do.

· Like · 2

 Anne Roulston I dont f###ing believe this . Who in their right mind would do this , with 

everything we have been through . ???
· Like · 6

 Karen Kirwan Especially when we had them stopped talk about stupidity

· Like · 4
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 Jason Patterson Maybe John's presenting him with certificate for Ireland's biggest moron

· Like · 6

 Terry Valerie O'Donnell just reading this now, that is an insult to all protesters, to all who 

have marched in donegal and made the journey to dublin, to the water warriors who stood 
by communities and informed them of their rights, and some gobshite makes a deal with the 
enemy, fook me irish history hasn't changed since british rule,always one who would sell out
their families, friends, and their children, disgusting act of betrayal,

· Like · 12

 McGlynn Bernard Well some People, We Oppose Irish Water or we don't, I for one Oppose, 

that means no agreement with anything other than the complete disbandment of the 
company and the return of our Water services and all assets of Irish Water to Public hands, 
Meter Installers are all treacherous, treasonous, guttersnipes and should be treated as such, at
work and in their communities, until such time as they abandon Irish water and beg! the 
forgiveness of their fellow men and women for the wrong they do, We need Inishowen 
People to come out in strength and numbers to show these installers exactly what Opposing 
Irish Water means, you drove the snakes out once, next time make sure to tell them to stay 
out!

· Like · 6

 Terry Valerie O'Donnell have to post again bloods boiling, who the fook thought up the idea 

of an agreement like this, this is only bowing the knee to gildea, making out he's some one 
of importance and authority, he's a sellout a loser to ireland who intimidates the elderly, and 
a fooking clown decides to make an agreement with him, who asked this clown to do this on
behalf of all who oppose the installition of metres and the charges, not in my name quigley, 
so retract youre so called agreement now

· Like · 5

 Annmarie Patton Terry Valerie O'Donnell I'm spitting fire here!!! This group buncrana 

together has shown their true colours, the work had stopped and the guango is sinking so 
there was no need for a meeting

· Like · 4

 Cathy Gamble Lindsay It a joke alright just do what use do best

Don't let them put A SINGLE ONE IN
· Like · 4

 Marty Mc Daid One thing is for sure good to see the passion is still there guys fair play to 

you all.
· Like · 9

 Terry Valerie O'Donnell and what about the 57% of irish people who refused to pay this 
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quango, more will join us because of that annmarie, and this gobshite does this, and over 
rules 57% of irish people, i am fooking speechless with anger

· Like · 5

 Karen Kirwan They've annoyed a lot of people this night ����

· Like · 4

 Terry Valerie O'Donnell damn right karen i'm eating the fooking wallpaper

· Like · 2

 Jason Patterson http://www.petitionbuzz.com/.../buncrana-together-retract...

Buncrana Together Retract Your Agreement With Meter Installers
To Stop The Commencement Of Water Meter...
petitionbuzz.com
· Like · 7

 Andrea Brown Signed

· Like · 2

 Karen Kirwan Done

· Like · 2

 Terry Valerie O'Donnell signed

· Like · 2

 Gerard Patterson Signed

· Like · 2

 Owen Curran signed

· Like · 2

 Margo Mcgrory Signed

· Like · 2

 Anne Roulston Signed

· Like · 2

 McGlynn Bernard Signed @ Shared

· Like · 2

 Marty Mc Daid Signed

· Like · 2

 Andrea Brown I would suggest something along the lines of the following letter to the 

contractor.

To,
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The people of Donegal hereby notify the termination of the independent contracting 
agreement to install water meters in Donegal. The contract will be terminated on 20th July 
2015 and we no longer require your services thereafter.

Our community representatives informed you many times during the contract term, the 
reasons for this deletion of contract, for which we do have the acknowledgment, by your 
receipt of this letter and numerous video's taken of people objecting to your water meter 
installers. This is the main reason for the termination of the contract.

Any dues or unpaid services provided before the contract termination date you can obtain 
for Alan Kelly or any other individual involved in this enterprise.

We do not regret for the termination & inconvenience of this contract.

Yours,
· Like · 10

 Kev Burgundy Signed , sealed and delivered

· Like · 5

 Marty Mc Daid Good man kev Mugsy Che Mac Maolain Cathal Mac Fhloinn you guys get a

load of this
· Like · 1

 Cathy Gamble Lindsay Signed

· Like · 1

 Karen Kirwan Andrea Brown your good at this lol

· Like · 4

 Andrea Brown Thanks. Getting good these days at telling people to fuck off politely devil 

emoticon
· Like · 8

 Terry Valerie O'Donnell gildea breaks this agreement, and he will, what then james quigley, 

will you take it upon yourself to deal with gildea, because who's gonna hold you're hand 
when it all goes ape

· Like · 3

 Laura Roulston signed & shared

· Like · 2

 Andrea Brown Gildea will break the agreement, by midweek at latest. He is not capable of 

changing.
· Like · 6

 Jacqueline E Mitchell Done & shared

· Like · 1

 Martin Davis We,ll see!!
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· Like · 2

 Jason Patterson 

· Like · 6

 Marty Mc Daid Looks like he shit in his own nest there lad

· Like · 4

 Patrick Crawford Signed, only 34 signatures so far

· Like

 Pete Rose Am I of the understanding that this "agreement" was drafted, discussed, terms 

agreed and signed all at the Same Meeting ?
· Like · 3

 Sinéad Stewart Good catch Pete Rose.

· Like · 2

 Cathal Mac Fhloinn It's all well and good having an agreement with Gildea. He is a rat and 

can not be trusted but the main issue to push ahead with is still the Boycott. Regardless of 
how many meters go in we need to keep on boycotting.

· Like · 9

 Sinéad Stewart 35. Signed.

· Like · 2

 Sinéad Stewart And protesting Cathal Mac Fhloinn. Large numbers put the fear of the devil 

into governments.
· Like · 2

 Pete Rose Signed and Shared ...

· Like · 1

 Owen Curran It is not well and good having an agreement with Gildea at all Cathal, the 

opposing of water metering did a hell of a lot to build confidence in people to decide not to 
pay , the work of those out opposing meters cant be dismissed, non -payment is vital , and so
will a political challenge be , protests against metering and people on the street in numbers 
are important .

· Like · 6

 Cathal Mac Fhloinn I totally agree Sinéad Stewart. Protest is a very powerful tool.

· Like · 6

 Marty Mc Daid Ye Cathal Mac Fhloinn totally agree but this is a kick in teeth to all the 

warriors who stood out in all the cold winters days stopping gildea putting meters in.
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· Like · 4

 Karen Kirwan They know nothing about it Marty they haven't a clue grrrrrrr

· Like · 3

 Cathal Mac Fhloinn Yes Owen, personally I wouldn't have been sitting down at any table 

with Gildea or any of his like. I stood out many days and helped stop the installation of 
meters and I am certainly not dismissing any of the great work done by the water warriors of
which I was a member and other groups.

· Like · 5

 Margo Mcgrory Agree totally with you marty if the warriors in letterkenny hadn't started 

what they did probably nobody might have done it they led the way for everyone else I feel 
they were badly betrayed

· Like · 9

 Owen Curran I know that Cathal, really just a general reply to your point

· Like · 1

 Cathal Mac Fhloinn I am very aware of the hard work that was put in all over the county and

I believe that if Gildea is signing any agreement then it must be for his benefit. He has a 
hidden agenda.

· Like · 4

 Cathal Mac Fhloinn I have also come across James Quigley and his numerous fake facebook

accounts. He is a fool and I am not afraid to say that to anyone.
· Like · 5

 Jason Patterson https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=iffm0PHXR_g

The Druids....SHOVE YOUR WATER METERS UP YOUR...
youtube.com
· Like · 2

 Maggie Mc Clure Well I am absolutely livid here. How dare they, how feckin dare they undo

all the good work we done here in Letterkenny and surrounding areas. Standing out from 
morning till night in the freezing cold for months, getting vile abuse from Dermot and 
Paddy Gildea, and now James Quigley, the moron, is going to throw the Inishowen people to
the wolves, all for the sake of a few moments of fame. As for standing with the people to 
protect them from underhand practices Mark mc Kinney, are you willing to stand on an 
estate in Inishowen from 7.30 in the morning till 6pm in the evening just to watch over 
them, because basically that is what we had to do here in Letterkenny, and they broke every 
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agreement we ever made. They were no longer working and that is the way it should have 
stayed. This is a massive betrayal to anti water protestors all over Ireland and I cannot see 
any sensible reason for making such an agreement. I am sickened and disgusted. Ye are the 
people who have split the movement in Donegal.

· Like · 12

 Terry Valerie O'Donnell just posted on maggies page, if it's not broken dont fix it, why then 

the need for this agreement, gildea was stopped, now this clown just invited him back again,
· Like · 7

 Marty Mc Daid Well said Maggie

· Like · 5

 Patrick Crawford You probably won't see this comment until tomorrow Sinéad Stewart but 

tell me is there any way possible that your group inishowen against water charges & 
someone affiliated to the right to water group in Inishowen can release some type of press 
statement

 You probably won't see this comment until tomorrow Sinéad Stewart but tell me is there any
way possible that your group inishowen against water charges & someone affiliated to the 
right to water group in Inishowen can release some type of press statement denouncing this 
agreement that James Quigley & others signed on behalf of the people of Inishowen without
firstly consulting with them, The water warriors will back this up with their own statement, 
Basically we need to tell Irish water that they are not welcome anywhere within our county 
especially Inishowen, explain that this deal was conducted in private by people who are not 
affiliated to represent the genuine members of the public within our local communities who 
oppose This water metering programme and that this contract as far as the two largest 
groups in Inishowen who are against Irish water are concerned consider this contract as null 
or void and tell them that every opportunity that arrises when Irish water call to try & install 
these water meters within our local area's that we will be out in force to protest & disrupt 
their installment at every given opportunity, It's really important that the two largest groups 
in Inishowen make an official statement on this matter & show James Quigley for that 
fuckin idiot he is by orchestrating such a meeting in private without the knowledge of the 
people to whom he claims to represent ?


· Edited · Like · 6

 Andrea Brown Terry Valerie O'Donnell It is obvious to everyone, including Buncrana 

Together, that Gildea was no longer able to install water meters. The question that needs to 
be asked is why Buncrana Together and IRSP both decided that they wanted to sign a 
document giving Gildea licence to restart installing Water Meters?

· Like · 4

 Patrick Crawford Mr Quigley said "We have repeatedly contacted Irish Water, GMC Sierra 

and An Garda Siochána to try to set up such an agreement. As far back as February.

For some time now campaign groups in the area have been calling for a sensible approach to
the water meter controversy.

James Quigley emphasised that this agreement is between us and MBC Builders.
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The meeting came about as a result of John Gildea, MBC Builders, recently contacting 
James Quigley, a local anti water charge campaigner from Buncrana.

I am glad we persisted and I am pleased that John Gildea of MBC Builders finally sees that 
an agreement such as this is the sensible way forward.

All protest groups and Inishowen people should now get behind this new dispensation, give 
it a fair chance and demonstrate to one and all what can be achieved by reasoned 
negotiation."

Did you ever hear such Shite in all your life ?, what a complete traitor to all the good people 
of Donegal who stood up against the installation of these hated water meters, which are 
essentially being set up through this ill fated company to privatise yet another one of our 
countries natural resources, We had Irish water gone from our county and then James 
Quigley goes and stabs us all in the back by secretly organising a meeting & forming a 
contract without the knowledge of the people to whom he claims to represent, I'm still 
ripping this morning, I really can't believe he went and done this to us.

· Like · 3

 Karen Kirwan It ain't happening Patrick Crawford ����

· Like

 Cathal Mac Fhloinn Not on our watch! The agreement is between Quigley and his 

Quislings.
· Like · 3

 Patrick Crawford Are all the different group administers who are against this agreement 

willing to release a statement on behalf of their group stating their disappointment and that 
they will not be adhering to the terms & conditions of this contract in any shape or form as 
laid out by James Quigley & his minions & that their group will continue to fight against the
installation of the meters & their housing box's ?

· Like · 2

 Karen Kirwan I think they know they are on there own on this unless James retracts his 

agreement with them. He knows
· Like · 1


 Patrick Crawford Well the way I see it Karen is, If the people who live in Inishowen are as 

annoyed as they say they are about this whole situation that has developed, All the different 
groups who are opposed to the installation of these water meters especially the members of 
the two largest groups in Inishowen will rally in their masses to any area that these 
contractor's attempt to fit any of these water meters, Back a few months ago when Irish 
water contractors made their 1st attempt to install these meters most of the local activists 
crumbled & never really put up much of a fight, These contractor's eventually left for 
whatever reason, but while they were in the Inishowen peninsula they had a pretty easy time
in fairness with minimal disruption when carrying out their work.
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This is the Inishowen activists time to shine & show Irish water contractor's once & for all 
that they mean business and show that they are truly against Irish water & the installation of 
these water meters.

Time to put the smartphones & computers away & actually go out and fight for the future of 
our country & our right as patents to support our families & those of us who have loved 
one's who need full time care, This is a new dawn, It's a new beginning, If the people of 
Inishowen don't seaze this opportunity to kick Irish water back out of their pennsula & their 
county, well then it's pointless even having groups within this area atoll if they are not 
willing to go out and fight for their futures.

If the good people of Inishowen need outside help & support they will certainly get it, but 
they need to be seen making a genuine effort themselves first, this is there time to prove 
themselves, If James Quigley lived here in Letterkenny we would be protesting outside the 
boundary of his property with banners making a complete spectacle of him so that everyone 
could see him for what he is a complete traitor to the people of this county, Just like what 
has happened on a number of occasions outside Joe Mc Hugh's office.

· Like · 1

 Mugsy Che Mac Maolain That group aren't spokesmen for Donegal. That 'agreement' means

fuck all to anyone
· Like · 5

 Gerard Patterson The agreement is not worth the paper it is on!!

· Like · 2

 Andrea Brown "Peace in our Time"

· Like · 2

 Annmarie Patton If you all go over to dd page and leave comments gildea and James will 

see it won't work as the majority want them to stay out
· Like

 Marianne Ashcroft Just weighing in on this thread now as I was out last night. I can't believe

the unutterable stupidity and sheer thoughtlessness and ego-driven attention-seeking 
behaviour of this man but then perhaps it should not surprise us as he has been acting like a 
wanker since February. He does not speak for this Inishowen resident, and I stand firmly and
100% with IAWC, R2W , the Warriors and all other GENUINE anti water activists of 
whatever grouping in Inishowen, Donegal and the whole of Ireland.

· Like

 Damian Crawford Who is behind this agreement

· Like

 Patrick Crawford James is a member of this group too Annmaire, But don't delete him, let 

him stay and see what everyone thinks of him, If he hasn't already left.
· Like

 Patrick Crawford It seems like it is Buncrana together, IRSP & I think there's a group in 

Moville aswell, I can't remember it's name
· Like
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 Damian Crawford But who are confirmed as signing the agreement

· Like · 1

 Marianne Ashcroft NOT the genuine people of Inishowen

· Like · 1

 Damian Crawford I know that mariannne i am just confused

· Like

 Patrick Crawford Right I'm away to bed for a while before I head to work again this evening

at 4:30, it was a busy night lastnight and I'm. Only home about 3 hours ago, Chat later
· Like · 1

 Valerie Mc Nulty My goodness, reading all these comments is beyond me. Look at the 

bickering and negativity breeding here.... it'll get us nowhere! 
If any of you actually think Irish Water had stopped in Donegal you're very much mistaken! 
I thought that we were encouraging people to put up signs to say if they didn't want a meter 
put in? ..and then we were wanting IW to abide by that..? Then what is the problem.. Take 
this as a positive that maybe the complacent people expecting protestors to always be there, 
it'll be an extra chance to reach those and have them educated to stand up, put up their 
posters, resist privatisation and more importantly... join us in protesting and stand strong 
with us. 
We need more people on board. We are the converted, and always the same people I meet at 
every protest. In any campaign people burn out so the more the merrier... it's a long road 
people. 
This agreement might not be worth the paper it's written on but at least it's something to 
keep him accountable. If he's at his antics again then there's an agreement to show the 
guards.. it's not much but I don't see it as a negative step just because we weren't all 
consulted to have our name on it too... come on... who gives a fiddlers crap. 
Let's continue our work, if meters are put in they can be taken out and let's use this to 
encourage and educate people the importance of the BOYCOTT!

· Like · 1

 Valerie Mc Nulty Can I just add, stop this shite of petitions and let's write a statement for the

media.. 
In any campaign egos get involved, personal disagreements occur.... put them aside and the 
main goal still remains. 
Once the government and undecided people see groups falling out... they've won. 
The only statement that people should be reading from us is this - we are against Irish Water,
meters, privatisation and we are boycotting all these charges.

· Like

 Damian Crawford That bloke quigley is not worth everyone falling out as gildea will love 

that its down to the warriors and all other groups who have stood aginist him to stand tall 
again because we know we can stop him fitting

· Like · 3
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 Marty Mc Daid I don't see any bickering I see alot of angry warriors. Why invite gildea back

to work.
· Like

 Damian Crawford True marty but it all seems to be this muppeet quigley

· Like · 1

Don Mc Guinness The agreement is between buncrana together land Irish water that ok if the 160 
member of buncrana together want to deal with IRISH WATER that's ok people we don't need any 
more controversy between local groups he is not speaking for us end off
· Like · 3
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